
Robo$cs	



Introduc$on	to	Robo$cs	

•  Many	slides	for	the	robo$cs	sec$ons	come	from:	

•  Elements	of	Robo$cs,	Authors:	Ben-Ari,	Mordechai,	
Mondada,	Francesco		

•  Lego	Material	
•  h@ps://cs4hsev3robots.appspot.com/course	



What	is	a	Robot	

•  A	machine	that	gathers	informa$on	about	its	
environment	(senses)	and	uses	that	
informa$on	(thinks)	to	follow	instruc$ons	to	
do	work	(acts).	



Teleoperated	Robots	
•  Teleoperated	robots	are	controlled	remotely	by	a	
human.	

•  Examples:	
–  Drones	(remote	controlled	airplanes)	in	the	military	that	
do	surveillance,	drop	bombs,	etc.		

–  Robots	that	defuse	bombs		
–  search	and	rescue	
– Medical	robot	–	controlled	by	a	surgeon	or	doctor	to	
perform	treatments.	

•  These	robots	are	not	autonomous;	they	use	their	
sensors	to	give	their	operator	remote	access	to	
dangerous,	distant	or	inaccessible	places.		



Autonomous	Robots	

•  Autonomous	mobile	robots	do	not	rely	on	an	
operator,	but	make	decisions	on	their	own	
and	perform	tasks.	

•  Examples:	
– Roomba		
– Space	Probe–	these	robots	are	useful	in	space	
where	this	is	a	significant	communica$on	lag	with	
earth.		

– Autonomous	helicopter	/	Driverless	Car	



Humanoid	Robots	

•  Robots	in	a	human	form	
•  More	difficult	to	design	and	control	with	
joints.			



Some	Examples	of	Robots	

•  Industry	Robots	
•  Home	Helper	Robots	
•  Rescue	Robots	
•  Robots	and	Art	
•  Soccer	Playing	Robots	
•  Self-Driving	Cars	
•  Educa$onal	Robots	



Industrial	Robots	

•  Around	World	War	II	development	of	manipulators	
began	in	order	to	handle	radioac$ve	material.			

•  Manipulators,	robot	arms,	are	used	in	the	workplace,	
such	as	in	a	factory	assembly	line	and	car	
manufacturers.			

•  Industrial	robots	replaced	human	workers	performing	
simple	repe$$ve	tasks.	

•  Factory	assembly	lines	can	operate	without	the	
presence	of	humans.	



Robots	in	a	Car	Factory	



Advantages	

•  Robots	offer	several	advantages:	
– Many	robots	save	labor	costs	and	can	work	24	
hours	a	day,	365	days	a	year	without	vaca$ons	or	
strikes.	

– Robots	also	can	improve	quality	and	increase	
produc$vity.	

– Robots	are	ideal	for	jobs	such	as	cleaning	up	
hazardous	waste	and	salvaging	undersea	
wreckage	from	downed	planes.	
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Robo$c	Tasks,	con$nued	

Robots	can	be	used	in	hospitals	to	assist	surgeons.		



Home	Helper	Robots	

•  Clean	the	home	(ex.	Robo$c	Vacuum	Cleaner)	
•  Assist	an	elderly	person	
•  Assist	a	disabled	person	



iRobot	Roomba	

•  Roomba	vacuums	your	floors	and	rugs.	
•  (iRobot	Brava	(formerly	Scooba)	–	mops	the	
floor)	

•  Roomba	Uses:	
–  cliff	sensors	-sends	out	infrared	signals,	and	Roomba	
expects	them	to	bounce	back.	If	it's	approaching	a	cliff	
(steps),	the	signals	get	lost	and	the	Roomba	knows	to	
head	the	other	way.		

–  touch	sensors	-	When	Roomba	knocks	into	
something,	it	tells	Roomba	it	has	encountered	an	
obstacle.	It	then	backs	up,	rotates,	and	moves	forward	
un$l	it	finds	a	clear	path.		



Roomba	Sensors,	cont.	
•  wall	sensor	-	lets	Roomba	follow	closely	along	walls	
and	objects	without	touching	them.	It	cleans	close	to	
these	obstacles	without	bumping	into	them.		

•  dirt	sensors	–	When	it	kicks	up	a	lot	of	dirt,	it	causes	
more	vibra$on	when	it	hits	the	metal	plates	of	the	
sensors.	The	sensors	detect	that	increase	and	tell	
Roomba	to	go	over	the	area	again.		



•  Robots can help people with different disabilities
•  Physical Disability

•  Robot wheelchair can help someone who can’t manually 
control it.

•  Autism
•  Robot can help kids with autism stay focused. 
•  Easier for those with autism to talk to the robots than people. 
•  Robots are happy to repeat things over and over again without 

getting frustrated. 
•  It can also demonstrate facial expressions and ask what they 

mean (people with autism have trouble with social cues like 
smile or frown). 

Disability	Robot	



Companion	Robots 		
•  Companion	robots	are	great	for	elderly.	
•  Some	can:	
– perform	such	rou$ne	tasks	as	opening	a	jar,	
reminding	people	to	take	their	medica$on	or	calling	
for	help	if	they	fall.		

– Keep	them	entertained	with	memory	games	that	
also	help	their	memory.	



Rescue	Robots	
•  Rescue	Robots	rescue	people:	
•  Advantages	in	that	robots	can	be	sent	where	
humans	cannot	go	due	to:	
– size	constraints		
– danger	involved	

•  Examples:	
– Urban	Search	and	Rescue	(USAR)	
– Hostage	situa$ons	
– Explosions	



September	11,	2001	
•  The	September	11,	2001	a@acks	on	the	World	Trade	
Center	in	New	York	City	resulted	in	many	casual$es.		

•  This	was	the	first	$me	that	robots	were	used	for	
searching	in	a	USAR	effort	(to	search	for	vic$ms	and	
survivors)	

•  The	remains	of	ten	vic$ms	were	found.	
•  At	the	$me	the	robots	ogen	got	stuck	or	broken,	so	it	has	
evolved	a	lot	since	then.			



Robot	Soccer	
•  RoboCup	is	an	environment	in	which	robo$c	teams	
can	par$cipate	to	play	soccer	against	other	robo$c	
teams.			

•  In	soccer,	the	robots	are	autonomous.		This	can	cause	
many	challenges.			
– Localiza;on	-	When	humans	play	soccer,	they	know	
where	they	are,	where	the	goal	is,	and	where	the	
ball	is.		For	a	robot	to	figure	this	out	is	more	
challenging.		

– mul;-robot	coordina;on,	where	there	are	mul$ple	
robots	working	together.		Human	teammates	
coordina$ng	can	be	a	simpler	task	than	trying	to	get	
robots	to	be	able	to	coordinate	with	other	players	
on	their	team.	



RoboCup:		4	legged	Soccer	Compe$$on	



Robots	and	Art	

•  Music	playing	robots	
•  Dance	Robots	



Musical	Robots	



Robots	and	Dance	

•  One	or	more	robots	come	together	with	
music,	dressed	in	costume	and	moving	in	
crea$ve	harmony.	

•  Robot	will	be	mul$tasking.	
•  RoboCup	Junior	–	has	Dance	challenge	to	
encourage	girls	as	well.	



Self-Driving	Cars	

•  We	are	moving	towards	a	future	where	cars	
will	drive	themselves!	



DARPA	Grand	Challenge:		
Autonomous	Vehicle	Race	

•  Grand	Challenge	2004	offered	a	
$1	million	prize.		15	finalists	
emerged	to	a@empt	the	Grand	
Challenge.		No	vehicles	were	able	
to	complete	the	difficult	desert	
route.		

•  Grand	Challenge	2005:		The	
Stanford	Racing	Team	won	the	$2	
million	prize	with	the	winning	$me	
of	6	hours,	53	minutes.		A	total	of	
five	teams	completed	the	Grand	
Challenge	course	which	was	132	
miles	over	desert	terrain.		



Google	Self-Driving	Cars	

•  2009	–	Google	launches	self-driving	cars	project	
•  Built	a	system	that	could	drive	in	California	with	
minimal	human	involvement.	

•  Companies	like	Uber/Lyg	helped	create	that	
concept	that	you	can	be	in	a	car,	not	owned	by	
you	and	not	driving	it.			

•  In	2015-	Uber	began	talks	to	get	it’s	own	efforts	
going	in	this	area.	



Self-driving	cars,	cont.	

•  Now	companies	like	Ford,	General	Motors,	
Nissan,	Tesla,	Mercedes,	and	the	rest	started	
pouring	billions	into	their	own	research	and	
development.	

•  Our	future	will	include	pizza	being	delivered	
without	a	driver.			



Educa$onal	Robo$cs:	Pre-assembled	

•  Pre-assembled	robots:	Thymio	and	Dash	
•  Aibo	



Educa$onal	Robots:	Robo$c	Kits	

•  More	flexible	-	you	can	design	and	build	a	
robot	to	perform	a	specific	task.	



Lego	Mindstorm	Educa$on	EV3	



Lego	Mindstorm	Educa$on	EV3	

•  It’s	really	a	small	computer!	
•  Hardware	–		
–  computer	hardware	–		
–  Robot		hardware	-	

•  Sogware	–		
–  Computer	Sogware	–	
–  Robot	Sogware	-	

Physical	parts	you	can	touch	
keyboard,	mouse,	etc.	

parts	and	brick		
	

computer	comes	with	built-in	sogware.		
	

ex.	Browser	-chrome	etc.	
	Program	

	



Robot	can..	



Sensor	

•  Sensor	is	a	type	of	input	device.			
•  Robot	can	sense	what	is	going	on	in	
environment	

•  Sensors:	
Measures	some	aspects	of	the	environment.	
The	robot	uses	these	measurements	to	control	
the	ac$ons	of	the	robot.		



Sensor	Examples	

•  Distance	sensor	measures	the	distance	from	the	robot	
to	an	object	
•  Touch	Sensor	–	if	touched	or	not	
•  Light	Sensor	–	can	return	number	between	0	and	100,	
where	100	means	very	bright	and	0	means	very	dark.	
•  Camera	-	While	cameras	are	very	small	and	inexpensive	
(every	smartphone	has	one),	the	amount	of	data	in	an	
image	is	very	large	and	require	significant	compu$ng	
resources.	Cameras	are	primarily	used	in	complex	
applica$ons	like	self-driving	cars.	

	



EV3	Sensors	

•  Touch	Sensor	
•  Color	(light)	Sensor	
•  Ultrasonic	Sensor	
•  Gyro	Sensor	



Touch	Sensor	
•  The	Touch	Sensor	can	detect	when	the	sensor’s	
red	bu@on	has	been	pressed	or	released.		(Kit	
comes	with	2	touch	sensors)	

•  Examples	of	how	to	use:	
–  Pressed	-	A	robot	can	determine	if	it	bumps	into	
something	

–  Released	-	You	might	program	the	touch	sensor	
pressed	against	the	surface	beneath	it	(the	ground).	
You	might	then	program	the	robot	to	respond	when	it	
is	about	to	drive	off	the	edge	of	a	table	/	cliff		

–  Bumped	(pressed	and	released)	-	A	figh$ng	robot	
might	be	programmed	to	keep	pushing	forward	
against	its	challenger	un$l	the	challenger	retreats.		



Color	(light)	Sensor	

•  The	Color	Sensor	is	a	digital	sensor	that	can	
detect	the	color	or	intensity	of	light	that	enters	
the	small	window	on	the	face	of	the	sensor.		

•  Color	Mode	-	Color	Sensor	recognizes	seven	
colors—black,	blue,	green,	yellow,	red,	white,	
and	brown—plus	No	Color.	

•  Light	Mode	–	reports	amount	of	light		
0=very	dark		
100=very	light	



Ultrasonic	Sensor	

•  The	Ultrasonic	Sensor	can	measure	the	distance	
to	an	object	in	front	of	it.	

•  It	does	this	by	sending	out	high-frequency	sound	
waves	and	measuring	how	long	it	takes	the	
sound	to	reflect	back	to	the	sensor.	

•  Distance	to	an	object	can	be	measured	in	either	
inches	or	cen$meters.	(Returns	the	maximum	
number	if	nothing	is	in	front	of	it.)	

•  This	allows	you	to	program	your	robot	to	stop	a	
certain	distance	from	a	wall.	



Gyro	Sensor	

•  The	Gyro	Sensor	detects	rota$onal	mo$on	on	
a	single	axis.		

•  You	can	use	this	rota$on	angle	to	detect,	for	
example,	how	far	your	robot	has	turned.		



Effectors/Actuators	
•  Effectors	(output	devices)	

Allow	the	robot	to	do	things	like	move	or	make	a	
sound.			
Mechanism	through	which	a	robot	can	effect	
change	on	its	environment	such	as	legs,	wheels,	
joints,	and	grippers.	

•  Actuator:	
responsible	for	moving	or	controlling	the	system.		
They	effect	the	environment.	Example:	
– Motors	=	actuators	which	control	the	effectors	



Motors	
Get	2	of	these	

•  Connect	motor	to	a	wheel.		
•  Write	program	to	tell	motor	to	move.	
•  Then	wheel	moves.	



Brick	

•  Intelligent	Brick	has	screen	to	display	words	
and	pictures		

•  Brick	has	speaker	to	play	prerecorded	sounds	
and	musical	notes.	

•  Most	important	part	of	kit	–	small	computer	–	
brains	of	robot.	Plug	sensors	and	motors	into	
it.	



Ports	

•  Plug	sensors	in	here	labeled	1-4	
•  Connect	motors	in	motor	ports	labeled	A-D	



Build	your	Robot	
•  Divide	into	your	groups.	
•  Follow	the	building	instruc$ons	in	the	kit.	
•  Start	at	page	7	



This	work	is	licensed	under	the	Crea$ve	Commons	A@ribu$on	4.0	Interna$onal	License.	
To	view	a	copy	of	the	license,	visit	h@ps://crea$vecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/.	


